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As emphasized by Herbert Simon more than 50 years ago
(Simon, 1955, 1956), understanding decision making requires ex-
amining both the heuristics used by organisms and the structure of
the information provided by their environment. Much subsequent
research in psychology has focused on the properties of heuristics
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) used by individuals to form judg-

ments. In this line of research, explanations of systematic biases in
judgment and decision making are typically sought out in flawed
information processing. The emphasis is on how decision makers
with access to unbiased and representative samples could end up
with biased beliefs and make biased judgments.

The view that biased judgments are uniquely driven by flawed
processing of information by the mind of individuals has recently
been challenged by a number of scholars. They have focused on
the second aspect of Simon’s lemma: the role of the environment,
and how it can sometimes produce biased samples of information,
unbeknown to the decision maker (see Fiedler & Juslin, 2006, for
a review). This sampling perspective has produced alternative
explanations to several prominent biases in judgment, including
illusory correlations (Denrell & Le Mens, 2008; Fiedler, 2000),
overconfidence (Juslin, Winman, & Hansson, 2007), in-group bias
and devaluation of minorities (Denrell, 2005; Fiedler, 2000), social
influence (Denrell & Le Mens, 2007), and risk aversion (Denrell,
2007; Hertwig, Barron, Weber, & Erev, 2004; March, 1996).

In contrast to the heuristics and biases program, sampling ex-
planations assume that decision makers can accurately assess the
properties of the samples of information available to them. The
focus is instead on how biased judgment can emerge when deci-
sion makers extrapolate from the typically small and biased sample
of information available to them. According to Fiedler and Juslin
(2006), decision makers behave as if they were naive intuitive
statisticians. That is, people behave as if they were statisticians,
accurately summarizing the data but being naive about the poten-
tial biases in the data available to them.
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The sampling approach has illustrated how basic judgment
biases can be parsimoniously explained by assuming a common
source of bias. Nevertheless, because sampling explanations as-
sume that decision makers are naive with respect to the biases in
the data available to them, sampling explanations continue to
attribute judgment biases to biased or less than rational informa-
tion processing, albeit the information processing bias is now
located elsewhere.

In this article, we demonstrate that the naivety assumption is not
necessary for the validity of sampling explanations. This result is
important because it suggests that sampling explanations can be
even more parsimonous than previously acknowledged. Further-
more, it potentially increases the scope and applicability of sam-
pling explanations to settings where they were commonly thought
inapplicable. To develop our argument, we adopt the rational
analysis approach, initiated by Anderson (1990) and used in sev-
eral influential contributions (e.g., Oaksford & Chater, 1994, 1998,
2007; Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001). We assume that decision
makers (1) process the information in the available sample per-
fectly, according to Bayes’s theorem, (2) possess complete knowl-
edge of how the available sample has been generated, and (3) do
not have any cognitive limitation as to the corrections they can
apply to the available sample before drawing inferences. We show
that even under these assumptions, judgments can be systemati-
cally biased.

We propose that this can occur when the goal of the decision
maker is distinct from that of developing accurate knowledge.
Specifically, we focus on situations where information search is
interested rather than disinterested (Oaksford & Chater, 1994,
2007). We analyze an extension of the experience sampling model
proposed by Denrell (2005) and show that even if decision makers
are aware of the sample bias assumed in this model, the result will
nevertheless be systematically biased judgments.

We consider a setting where the decision maker has to make a
sequence of choices between two actions. Her goal is to maximize
the expected total payoff she obtains over the complete sequence
of choices. She observes the payoff generated by the first action in
every period, no matter what action she chooses. However, she
only observes the payoff generated by the second action if she
selects it. In other words, the decision maker obtains incidental
outcome information for the first action even if she does not select
this action. However, for the second action, access to outcome
information is selective: She can only observe the outcome of this
action if she selects it. Here, we show that even a rational decision
maker who attempts to solve this task will develop systematically
biased beliefs. More precisely, we demonstrate that rational choice
and information processing lead to a tendency to prefer the action
with systematic access to incidental information to the action with
selective feedback, even if both actions are equally likely to be the
best.

This asymmetry is surprising because observations of both
actions are independent realizations of the underlying payoff dis-
tributions. Besides, the decision maker possesses correct prior
beliefs and is assumed to process information rationally. Further-
more, she not only knows the structure of the environment (i.e.,
how the information about the two actions is produced and ac-
cessed) but even controls her sampling behavior.

To develop an intuition of how the asymmetry in estimates can
emerge, consider the following example. Imagine you form an

impression about a junior scholar who just joined your department
and suppose your goal is to have interesting research conversations
with your colleagues. Even if you did not find your first interaction
with this researcher interesting and you do not interact much with
him or her subsequently, you will almost inevitably learn more
about his or her achievements through discussions with your
colleagues. In that situation, the sample of information you obtain
about your junior colleague does not uniquely depend on your
goal, because you also obtain incidental information about him or
her from other members of the department. Access to such inci-
dental information implies that mistaken negative impressions may
be corrected even if you avoid your junior colleague.

Compare this impression formation process with how you form
an impression of a junior scholar at a conference. Suppose this is
the first time you attend a talk by this researcher and that you do
not know much about his or her research. The presentation is
poorly organized, the theory seems vague, and the methodology is
weak. You are likely to leave the talk with a negative impression
of the presenter. Unless you are especially interested in the topic,
you will probably not read the article on which the talk was based
or attend other talks by this researcher. As a result of this avoid-
ance behavior, your negative impression about the competence of
the researcher is likely to persist, even if this researcher is in fact
skilled. Overall, this implies that you will have a tendency to
develop a more positive impression of the junior scholar in your
department than of the junior scholar you met at the conference.

As demonstrated by Denrell (2005), it is possible to derive this
conclusion formally if belief formation and choice are assumed to
follow well-known heuristic models, such as the delta rule and the
Luce choice rule (Luce, 1959). Because Denrell’s model assumed
bounded rationality, however, it is not clear that the same asym-
metry would emerge if decision makers were rational. Intuitively,
one might believe that rational decision makers should be able to
correct for any bias caused by their own sampling behavior. After
all, a rational decision maker who controls her own sampling
behavior should understand the possible biases caused by her
sampling choices. The main contribution of this article is to show
that even rational decision makers, who know the structure of the
environment and update their beliefs using Bayes’s rule, would
exhibit the same tendency to favor the first alternative, for which
information is more accessible.

In addition to proving that the naivety assumption is not neces-
sary for the validity of sampling explanations, this result has
important empirical implications. In particular, it illustrates that a
tendency to favor alternatives for which information is more
accessible can be consistent with rational behavior. The model thus
offers a rational explanation for behavior that had previously been
attributed to flawed information processing and reasoning, such as
the tendency for people to have more positive impressions of those
they are frequently exposed to.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the first section,
we analyze a simple learning model, and we demonstrate the
emergence of a preference for the alternative with access to inci-
dental information using computer simulations. In the second
section, we prove that this pattern holds quite generally. In partic-
ular, only rather nonrestrictive assumptions about payoff distribu-
tions and prior beliefs need to be made. We provide a detailed
discussion of the intuition underlying the main result, whereas the
formal proof is delineated the Appendix. Then we discuss the
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theoretical implications of our main result and the relations with
other sampling explanations of biased judgments. Finally, we
discuss how our rational analysis can help explain behavioral
regularities previously attributed to biased or motivated informa-
tion processing.

A Simple Setting

Consider the following task: A decision maker has to choose, in
each of 20 periods, between two actions. The actions have two
possible outcomes: 0 (failure) and �1 (success). If the decision
maker selects the first action (I), she gets �1 with probability pI or
0 with probability 1 � pI. If the decision maker selects the second
action (S), she gets �1 with probability pS or 0 with probability
1 � pS. In addition, she observes a realization of the payoff of
action I, in spite of the fact that she has not selected it. That is, even
if the decision maker does not select I, she can still observes its
outcome; however, in this case, she does not receive the payoff
from I. We assume that the success probabilities pI and pS remain
identical throughout all 20 periods and are drawn (at the start of the
first period) independently from a uniform distribution (U�0, 1�).

In this task, the two actions differ in terms of access to outcome
information (see Figure 1): The decision maker has to select S to
observe its outcome, but she observes I’s outcome in every period,
no matter what. To emphasize this difference, we say that action S
has selective outcome feedback. Action I is characterized by sys-
tematic access to outcome information. In other words, incidental
information is available whenever action I is not selected. We use
the qualifier “incidental” to emphasize the fact that the decision
maker does not have to actively select action I to learn about its
payoff distribution. In the above scenario, the first action (I)
corresponds to interacting with a junior scholar in your depart-
ment, whose accomplishments you hear about even if you do not
interact with him or her. Even if you do not interact with your
junior colleague, you obtain incidental information about his or her
achievements. The second action (S) corresponds to interacting
with a junior scholar from another institution, whose accomplish-
ments you only hear about if you read his or her articles or attend
his or her talks.

In what follows, we analyze the beliefs and choices of a risk
neutral and rational decision maker who maximizes her expected
total payoff. By rational, we mean that (1) she knows that the
successive payoffs of the two actions are independent draws from
Bernoulli distributions with unknown probabilities of success pI

and pS; (2) she knows that pI and pS are independent draws from a
uniform distribution U�0, 1�—in other words, her priors are cor-
rectly specified; (3) she updates her beliefs according to Bayes’s

rule; and (4) she is able to compute the policy that would maxi-
mizes her total expected payoff over the 20 periods.

The Optimal Policy

To examine how a rational decision maker would behave in this
setting, we have to compute the optimal policy. Before we explain
how this can be done, it is useful to note that the decision problem
analyzed here can be seen as a version of the two-armed bandit
problem (Bellman, 1956; Berry & Fridstedt, 1985; Gittins, 1989;
Gittins & Jones, 1974). In our version, incidental information is
systematically available for action I. This differs from the standard
two-armed bandit problem, because in that setup outcome feed-
back is selective for both actions. However, as in a standard
two-armed bandit setting, the optimal policy has to solve the
tradeoff between exploration and exploitation: To maximize her
total payoff, the decision maker has to try to learn which action
has the highest quality (here, the highest success probability) while
at the same time minimizing the number of times she selects the
action with the lowest quality. The optimal policy solves this
tradeoff by instructing the decision maker which action to take
given her past observations.

There is no simple analytic formula for the optimal policy; it can
only be computed numerically by using a computer to find the
action that, in any period and given the observed sequence of
successes and failures, is the optimal choice. The computations can
be simplified, however, by using a standard stochastic dynamic
programming procedure called backward recursion (Ross, 1983).1

The result is a “table” that lists optimal choices as a function of the
period and the observations made so far. For example, the table
instructs the decision maker to select S in the first period.

Implications of the Optimal Policy

To examine how a rational decision maker would behave in the
above problem, we used computer simulations to analyze how
beliefs and choices evolve over time for a decision maker who
follows the optimal policy. Each simulated decision maker starts
with uniform priors on the success probabilities of I and S. In each
period, the decision maker chooses the action according to the
“table” of optimal choices, makes the corresponding observations,
and updates her counts of successes and failures of the two actions.

Figure 2 shows how the probability of selecting S changes over
time. S is initially selected more often than I; however, in later
periods, S is chosen less often than I. For example, in the last
period, S is selected only 45% of the time despite the fact that S is
the best action 50% of the time. Thus, the decision maker ends up
favoring I.

What about the estimates of the qualities of the two actions? As
illustrated by Figure 3, the distribution of estimates of I’s success
probability is symmetric, whereas the distribution of the estimates
of S’s success probability is skewed toward lower values. Thus,
there is a tendency to underestimate the quality of action S, but
there is no such tendency for I.

1 Annotated Matlab code of the programs used for computation of the table
of optimal decisions and for the simulations is available in the supplemental
materials. Readers interested in learning about how the optimal policy is
computed are encouraged to look into it.

Figure 1. In each period, the decision maker observes the payoff of
action I, no matter what action is selected. The decision maker has to select
S to observe its payoff.
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Overall, the decision maker ends up choosing I more often and
is less likely to underestimate its quality, despite the fact that I and
S are each equally likely to be superior and the fact that the
decision maker knows this. This tendency to prefer the action with
systematic access to incidental information (I) can be explained by
the adaptive selection of the actions and thus the adaptive sampling
of payoff information.

Given the difference in access to outcome information, it is
adaptive to select S initially. A rational decision maker knows she
can only learn about the quality of S by selecting it and that she can
learn about the value of I even if she does not select it. There is
therefore some additional information value associated with se-
lecting S versus selecting I. Because there are only finitely many
periods, it is more useful to learn about S early in the process. In
fact, it is optimal to select S in the first period, even if the priors
about S and I are initially identical.

In subsequent periods, whether it is optimal to continue to
choose action S depends on past outcomes. If the decision maker
obtains several failures when she selects S in the first few periods,
whereas she observes a higher proportion of successes with I, she

might stop selecting S so as to exploit her knowledge and maxi-
mize her total payoff. By choosing I, however, the decision maker
will not be able to observe the payoff of S. This implies that errors
of underestimating the quality of S may not be corrected. To
explain this, suppose that the decision maker is unlucky with S in
the sense that she mistakenly comes to believe that S is inferior to
I and thus selects I. Because she does not observe S any longer, she
might not be able to discover her mistake.

If, on the contrary, she is lucky with S in the first few periods,
and mistakenly comes to believe that S is superior to I, she will
keep on selecting S. By choosing S she will learn about the success
probabilities of both actions. As a result, she will most likely
discover her mistake before the end of the 20 periods.

Overall, the difference in the probability of correcting mistakes
imply that errors of underestimation of the quality of S become
more likely than errors of overestimation. As Figure 3 shows, there
is no such asymmetry in the probabilities of over- or underesti-
mating the quality of I. The reason is that the decision maker
observes the payoffs of this action in every period.

The asymmetry in errors of over- and underestimation implies a
similar asymmetry in beliefs about which action is superior. As
illustrated by the graphs of Figure 4, errors of mistakenly believing
that S is inferior to I become more likely than errors of mistakenly
believing that S is superior to I. In fact, at the end of the last period,
decision makers are about twice as likely to mistakenly believe
that S is inferior to I than to mistakenly believe that S is superior
to I.

Summary

The simulations of the optimal policy show that it leads to a
tendency to underestimate the quality of the action with selective
outcome feedback (S). There is no such tendency for the estimate
of the quality of the action with systematic access to outcome
information (I).

We assumed that the decision maker was fully aware of the
properties of the task (she knew the prior distributions of the
success probabilities of the two actions) and updated her estimates
according to Bayes’s rule. This implies that the belief asymmetry
observed in this context cannot be explained by errors in belief
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Figure 4. Evolution of the probability of errors in estimates. After a few
periods, errors that consist in mistakenly believing that S is inferior to I
become more frequent than errors of mistakenly believing that S is superior
to I. These calculations are based on 100,000 simulation runs.

Figure 2. Initially, the action with selective outcome feedback (S) is
chosen more often than the action with access to incidental information (I).
However, ultimately there is a reversal in choice probabilities, and I is
more often selected in the later periods. These calculations are based on
100,000 simulation runs.
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Figure 3. Distributions of the estimates of the qualities of the two actions
after Period 20. The distribution of the estimate of S’s quality is skewed,
whereas the distribution of the estimate of I’s quality is symmetric. These
calculations are based on 100,000 simulation runs.
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updating of the quality estimates or incorrect inferences from the
samples (i.e., the observations). Furthermore, because we also
assumed that, in each period, the decision maker chooses the
optimal action with respect to her goal, the belief asymmetry
cannot be explained by irrational avoidance of alternatives with
poor outcomes.

So, why does the belief asymmetry emerge in that context? The
only remaining possibility is that it emerges as an inherent conse-
quence of the interaction between the structure of the environment
(an asymmetry in access to information) and the goal of the
decision maker (maximizing the total expected payoff), which
leads to the avoidance of actions with poor past outcomes. This
leads to the acquisition of a biased sample of information about S.
In the following section, we demonstrate that this belief asymme-
try emerges in a large class of settings.

A General Result on Rational Learning in
Infinite Horizon

The above analysis was based on simulations over 20 periods
and assumed a particular payoff distribution. In this section, we
prove that the basic result holds quite generally. In particular, it is
not necessary to assume that the payoffs follow a Bernoulli dis-
tribution as we did in the previous section. Furthermore, it is
possible to characterize the emergence of the tendency to under-
estimate the value of actions with selective outcome feedback even
when the payoff distributions are not symmetric, or when the
priors on the qualities of the two actions differ, and when there are
infinitely many periods.

The model of this section is an extension of the two-armed
bandit problem similar to that of the previous section. However,
here, we assume that the horizon is infinite and that future payoffs
are discounted. We first describe the model and then discuss the
main characteristics of the optimal policy. Finally, we present our
main result about the emergence of the belief asymmetry. The
detailed formulation of the optimal policy and the proof of Theo-
rem 1 can be found in the Appendix.

Model: Learning by Doing in Infinite Horizon

In each period t � 1, 2, . . . , the decision maker selects one of
two actions: S or I. The decision maker observes the payoff of
action S only if S is selected, whereas she observes the payoff
of action I in every period. Thus, as in the previous section, action
S has selective outcome feedback, whereas I’s outcome is observed
in every period.

We assume that the successive payoffs of each action are iid and
drawn from payoff distributions with means uS and uI. In what
follows, we refer to uS and uI as the qualities of the actions. In the
special case where the payoffs follow a Bernoulli distribution, as
assumed in the model of the previous section, uS and uI would be
the success probabilities, pS and pI. As before, we assume that the
decision maker does not know the true qualities of the actions but
that she has some priors about these. Let �S (resp. �I) denote the
prior on uS (resp. uI). Our results hold for many different assump-
tions regarding payoff distributions, priors, and belief updating
rules (see the Appendix for a precise characterization of what
needs to be assumed) including the common cases of (1) normally
distributed priors and payoffs with Bayesian updating and (2)

Bernoulli distributed payoffs with priors that follow Beta distri-
butions and Bayesian updating.

The decision maker’s objective is to maximize the expected sum
of discounted payoffs over all periods,

E� �t�1
� �t�1Rt� � �EuS,uI� �

t�1

�

�t�1Rt�d�
S
�uS�d�

I
�uI�,

where Rt is the payoff of the action chosen in period t, � is the
discount factor (� � 1), and EuS, uI denotes the conditional expec-
tation given that the true qualities of the actions are fixed. The
integral with respect to the prior distributions accounts for the fact
that the decision maker does not know the true qualities of the
actions.

The Optimal Policy

As in the setting of the previous section, the optimal policy
solves the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation: It spec-
ifies when the decision maker should select an action believed to
have suboptimal quality to learn more about its payoff distribution
(i.e., explore) and when she should select the action believed to be
the best (i.e., exploit).

In Lemma 3 in the Appendix, we show that the optimal policy
is an “index policy.” Specifically, in each period, it is possible to
define an index for each of the two actions, and the optimal policy
selects an action with maximal index. The index of an action
depends only on the posterior payoff distribution. The index of
action I at the beginning of period t is the best estimate of its
quality, or more formally, the mean of its posterior. It is denoted
as ût

I. The index of action S is a complicated function of the
posterior, the Gittins index, denoted as 	̂t

S (see the Appendix for
details on the optimal policy and the Gittins index). It is equal to
the sum of two terms: the best estimate of S’s quality, ût

S, and a
non-negative term (	̂t

S � ût
S). This second term can be interpreted

as the information value (or option value) of selecting S rather than
I. There is some information value specifically associated to se-
lecting S because selecting S is the only way to learn more about
the payoff distribution of this action. Importantly, this implies it is
sometimes optimal to select S even if it is believed to be inferior
to I, because there is some potential benefit to learn more about S
(e.g., it is possible to learn that, in fact, S is superior to I). Such
explorative behavior happens when the estimate of S is lower than
the estimate of I but when its index is higher than the estimate of
I (ût

S 
 ût
I but 	̂t

S � ût
I).

Beliefs and Choices Under the Optimal Policy:
The Emergence of an Asymmetric Pattern

We now formulate our main result: A decision maker who
follows the optimal policy will almost always discover when the
action with systematic access to outcome information (I) is supe-
rior. However, more importantly, such a decision maker some-
times fails to discover when the action with selective outcome
feedback (S) is superior. Overall, this implies that the decision
maker is likely to favor I. This result holds broadly, and only few
assumptions about the payoff and belief distributions are needed
(see the Appendix for a precise formulation of these assumptions).
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In particular, it holds when the decision maker processes new
information rationally, according to Bayes’s rule.

Theorem 1. Suppose the quality estimates for S satisfy Con-
ditions (a) to (c) and the quality estimates for I satisfy Conditions
(a) to (d) (the conditions are detailed in the Appendix). Suppose, in
addition, that the decision maker selects an action in each period
by following the optimal policy. Then the following statements are
true:

(i) The probability of mistakenly believing that S is superior to
I becomes negligible: Suppose uS and uI are fixed with uS � uI.
Then

lim
t3�

PuS
uI�ût
S � ût

I� � 0.

(ii) The probability of mistakenly believing that S is inferior to
I does not become negligible. Suppose uS and uI are fixed with
uS � uI. Then

lim
t3�

PuS�uI�ût
S � ût

I� � 0.

(iii) The probability of mistakenly believing that S is inferior to I
becomes higher than the probability of mistakenly believing that S is
superior to I. Suppose P�uS � uI� � 0 and P�uS � uI� � 0. Then,
for t large enough,

P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�.

(iv) When both actions are equally likely to be the best, I will
more often be believed to be superior to S than inferior to S.
Suppose P�uS � uI� � P�uS � uI� � 0.5. Then, for t large
enough,

P�ût
S � ût

I� � P�ût
S � ût

I�.

To clarify the scope of the theorem, we first rephrase the
Technical Boundary Conditions (a) to (d) as follows:

1. The quality estimate of an action converges toward the true
quality of the action when the number of observation of payoffs of
that action becomes large.

2. The ordering of the quality estimates (whether S is believed
to be superior to I) can always be reversed given enough contra-
dictory evidence.

Taken together, these assumptions essentially say that we con-
sider a decision maker who is at minimum a “good” processor of
information: Given enough observations of the successive payoffs
of an action, she will develop an accurate estimate of the value of
the action. Moreover, the decision maker will always end up taking
into account new information, however strong her current beliefs.
These conditions are satisfied, in particular, when the decision
maker is rational in the sense that she has correctly specified priors
(i.e., the true qualities uI and uS are random draws from the
corresponding prior distributions) and updates her estimates ac-
cording to Bayes’s rule. Our theorem thus implies that selective
outcome feedback imposes limits on the knowledge that can be
acquired by a rational decision maker. However, the above con-
ditions are broader and are also satisfied in other settings. For
example, they do not require the estimates to be updated after
every observation.

To better understand what the theorem says, suppose first that S
is inferior to I, that is, uS � uI. Suppose, in addition, that the

decision maker got bad experiences with I. She avoids it and thus
selects S. Doing so, she will learn more about both S and I, and she
will discover her mistake. This suggests that, in the long-run, the
probability of mistakenly believing that S is superior to I becomes
negligible, as stated in Part (i). To understand why the decision
maker has to discover her mistake, we use a reductio ad absurdum
argument. Suppose she does not discover her mistake and that she
keeps on selecting S in every period. Then Condition 1 above
implies that after some time the quality estimate of S becomes
close to its true quality: ût

S � uS. Also, because the information
value of one more selection of S becomes low when the decision
maker has made many observations, the index of S becomes close
to the estimate of S’s quality: 	̂t

S � ût
S. These two properties,

combined, imply that the index of S becomes close to the true
quality of S: 	̂t

S � uS. However, Condition 1 also implies that the
index of action I becomes close its quality: 	̂t

I � uI. These two
relations together with the assumption that uS � uI, imply that,
after a large enough number of periods, 	̂t

S � ût
I. This means that

I is selected. However, this later assertion contradicts the initial
assumption that S is always selected. It must be that the initial
assumption is wrong. The proofs of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 in
the Appendix develop this intuition into a formal proof.

To understand Part (ii), suppose next that S is superior to I, that
is, uS � uI, but that the decision maker selects S and gets a string
of bad outcomes. In this case, the index of S will become quite low.
If the index falls below the index of I, (	̂t

S � ût
I), the optimal

policy is to avoid S in the next period. If S is in fact superior to I
but mistakenly believed to be inferior, this error of underestimation
of S’s value will persist, because the decision maker can no longer
learn about S.

Part (iii) of the theorem states that, as a result of Parts (i) and
(ii), errors of underestimating S will, in the long-run, be more
likely than errors of underestimating I. Part (iv) concludes that if
it is equally likely that S or I is superior, I is more likely to be
believed to be superior in the long-run.

To better understand the role of access to outcome information,
it is interesting to note that the asymmetries described by Theorem
1 do not generally emerge when outcome feedback is selective for
both actions (as in the two-armed bandit problem) or when inci-
dental information is always available for both actions. Thus, this
is the asymmetry of access to outcome information that leads to the
emergence of an asymmetry in estimates of the qualities of the
actions.

Results similar to those formalized in Theorem 1 hold when
there are more than two actions. In this context, even if there is
only one action like I (with systematic access to outcome infor-
mation) and several actions like S (with selective outcome feed-
back), there is a positive probability that all the type S actions will
ultimately be avoided, even if the type I action has the lowest
value. In other words, the action with systematic access to inci-
dental payoff information creates a negative externality that will
affect all the actions with selective outcome feedback.

Robustness of the Predicted Asymmetry

Our rational analysis is made under specific assumptions, be-
cause the structure of the environment needs to be fully specified
to compute the optimal choice policy. However, the rational anal-
ysis underscores two structural features that lead to the asymmetry
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in estimates: asymmetric access to outcome information and a
hedonistic goal. The insights brought about by the analysis should
thus carry over to other settings that share these features (Oaksford
& Chater, 2007).

As an illustration, consider the following modification of the
setting analyzed in the second section: the decision maker gets an
incidental observation of the outcome of S with probability 10%
(instead of 0%) and an incidental observation of the outcome of I
with probability 75% (instead of 100%). Computer simulations
show that the optimal policy unsurprisingly leads to a belief
asymmetry similar to what happened in the basic setup: 47% of the
simulated decision makers select S in the last period (Period 20),
and about 14% mistakenly believe that I is superior, whereas only
8% mistakenly believe that S is superior (based on 10,000 simu-
lations). This belief asymmetry is not as strong as in the baseline
case. This is not surprising, however, because the modified setup
is characterized by an asymmetry in access to outcome information
that is less strict than in the baseline case.

Similarly, it is possible to change the assumptions made about
information processing. In the baseline case, we assumed that the
decision maker’s memory was perfect and that estimates con-
verged toward the actual quality of an action given sufficient
evidence (this is a feature of Bayesian updating). However, intu-
ition suggests that a belief asymmetry similar to that of the base-
line case will emerge even if there is some memory decay. Despite
the fact that the proof of Theorem 1 does not work in that setting,2

computer simulations not reported here show that a similar asym-
metry in estimates still emerges.

Our analysis also suggests that many reasonable heuristics will
lead to systematic belief and behavior asymmetries like those that
emerge under the optimal policy. Consider the baseline case but
suppose that the decision maker adopts the following heuristics:
select S in Periods 1–5 and then select the action with the highest
quality estimate for Periods 5–20. After five periods, the decision
maker will have made five observations of both S and I. Although
her quality estimates will be fairly accurate, errors are still possi-
ble. Furthermore, errors of mistakenly believing that S is inferior to
I will be less likely to be corrected than errors of mistakenly
believing that S is superior to I—because believing that S is lower
than I will lead the decision maker to avoid S and to stop getting
additional information about its quality. The asymmetry in esti-
mates will tend to be weaker here than with the optimal policy,
however, because there is a form of forced exploration in the first
five periods.3

Other realistic situations exist in which the belief and choice
asymmetries would be weak or even eliminated under the optimal
policy. Suppose there are switching costs. In such setting, decision
makers will be unlikely to switch to another alternative after only
one or two poor outcomes. Instead, they will tend to stay with the
chosen alternative for many periods. Doing so, they will develop a
more accurate estimate of the chosen alternative, and the belief
asymmetry will likely be weaker than in the baseline case. In
settings with non-stationary payoffs distributions, the belief asym-
metry will also tend to be weaker than in the baseline case. This is
because decision makers may have incentives to return to previ-
ously abandoned alternatives. Such behavior could potentially
eliminate the bias in the long-run.4

Theoretical Implications

On the Possibility to Correct for the Asymmetry
in Estimates

The fact that the tendency to underestimate S relative to I
emerges even in the context of the optimal policy, and Bayesian
updating proves that this tendency is not the consequence of biased
information processing. Rather, it is an inherent consequence of
the hedonistic goal of the decision maker combined with asym-
metric access to information.

A rational decision maker is able to predict, ex-ante, that she is
likely to underestimate S relative to I. In other words, we have the
surprising result that although most rational decision makers will
learn to underestimate S relative to I even when the priors on the
qualities of these actions are the same, decision makers have no
reason to correct for this tendency even if they are aware of it.
Stated differently, when the goal is to maximize the expected sum
of discounted payoffs, there is no rational basis for correcting for
this tendency.

The reason for this result is that the decision makers’ quality
estimates of S and I are statistically unbiased estimators. That is,
the expected value, across decision makers, of the errors in esti-
mates is equal to zero for S as well as for I.5 However, the error
distribution for S is skewed: More than 50% of all decision makers
underestimate the quality of S. This is not the case for I.6

Although there is no rational basis for decision makers to apply
a correction to their estimates of S’s value, they could of course
reduce the asymmetry in estimates by changing their sampling
behavior. For example, a policy with a fixed probability of select-
ing each alternative in each period would not lead to the belief
asymmetries described above. However, it would not allow the
decision maker to satisfy her goal to maximize her total expected
(discounted) payoff. Even worse, it would not even be adaptive,
because information about observed payoffs would not be used to
guide future choices. More generally, any alteration of the sam-
pling behavior that deviates from the optimal policy would lead to
a lower total expected discounted payoff.

2 It uses Lemma 3 in the Appendix, which relies on the assumption that
the variance of the distribution of estimates converges to 0 when the
number of observations becomes large. With memory decay, the estimates
will not converge to a unique value. Instead, they will remain somewhat
noisy.

3 A total of 51.4% of the decision makers prefer I; the probability of
mistakenly preferring S is 12.2%, and the probability of mistakenly pre-
ferring I is 9.4%. These calculations are based on 1,000,000 simulations.

4 These are conjectures; computing the optimal policy when there are
switching costs or in non-stationary environments is very difficult, and we
have not attempted this.

5 More formally, E�ût
S� � E�uS� and E�ût

I� � E�uI� for all t. This
follows from the optional stopping theorem for martingales (see Billings-
ley, 1995).

6 These claims apply only to settings where the decision maker has
correctly specified priors, updates her beliefs according to Bayes’s rule,
and the priors on the mean payoffs of S and I are the same.
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Extension to Other Sampling Explanations of
Biased Judgments

Our model shows that systematic judgment errors (here favoring
I) can emerge when the decision maker (1) optimally selects
actions to achieve her goal, given that she has full knowledge of
the structure of the environment including how information is
accessed and also correctly specified prior beliefs and (2) ratio-
nally processes observed information (using Bayes’s rule). These
assumptions guarantee that our decision maker is not “naive” with
respect to the bias in the sample of information she uses to form
her estimates.

In contrast to our active sampling setting, many existing sam-
pling explanations of judgment biases focus on situations where
the sample of information available to the decision maker is not
actively selected but is determined from prior experiences or from
exogenous constraints in the environment (for reviews, see Fiedler,
2000; Fiedler & Juslin, 2006). Will these other sampling explana-
tions continue to be valid even if decision makers are rational (i.e.,
know the how the sample of data they have access to has been
generated and process information according to the laws of prob-
ability)? It is difficult to say without working out the details of the
rational analysis for each specific case.

However, the key to our result is the fact that the distribution of
the sample estimates of the value of the action with selective
feedback is skewed (across decision makers). In our analysis, this
was an outcome of the optimal choice policy given the goal of total
payoff maximization. However, a skewed distribution of estimates
can also emerge in settings where information is not actively
sampled to satisfy a particular goal. For example, Kareev (1995,
2000) noted that sample estimates of correlation (Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficients) between two variables tend to be
skewed when the sample used for the estimation is small.7 An
important but largely overseen implication of Kareev’s analysis is
that even if people were aware of the fact that small samples lead
to a tendency to overestimate correlations, they would not be able
to correct for this tendency. Although the sample correlation is not
always an unbiased estimator of the population correlation, apply-
ing the appropriate correction will lead to a statistically unbiased
estimator but will not eliminate the skew. In that setting as well,
the naivety of the decision maker with respect to the relation
between environment and available information sample is not
necessary to explain the systematic tendency to flawed judgment.

More generally, people who have a full understanding of how
the sample they use to produce estimates has been generated could
potentially correct for the bias in their sample estimates—
assuming they have the cognitive capabilities to do so. Noting that
people generally lack this ability is at the core of research that
explains judgment and decision biases from biases in sampled
information (Fiedler & Juslin, 2006). However, the distribution of
corrected estimates might still remain skewed even after proper
correction has been applied. When skewed estimators are used as
the basis for judgment, systematic patterns will emerge: Either
most people who use a skewed estimator will overestimate the
population value of interest, or most people will underestimate it.
This is not to say that statistically unbiased but skewed estimators
are bad or inappropriate—in some settings, their might not exist
any better alternative, as illustrated in the analysis of the previous
sections. Rather, the implication is that observing that most people

underestimate a quantity is not enough to conclude that there is
flaw in how information is processed, or that people do not
properly take into account the relations between environment and
available sample of information.

In our setting, the skewed estimates of the quality of action S
emerge because the goal of the decision maker is not pure infor-
mation search (see the discussion of disinterested information
search below). In a recent article, Fiedler (2008) has also pointed
out the crucial importance of the decision maker’s goal on the
emergence of sample-based errors in judgments. Fiedler’s “ulti-
mate sampling dilemma” refers to the fact that an information
sampling strategy that is tailored to answering a certain question
might produce a sample that will “distort other judgments for
which the sample was not tailored” (p. 190). Fiedler used computer
simulations to illustrate how this can happen and produced exper-
imental evidence in support to this point. Our results can be seen
as an instance of this ultimate sampling dilemma, but where the
dilemma is not between two types of questions that have to be
answered but rather between maximizing payoffs and developing
accurate estimates.

Disinterested Information Search

In the introduction, we stated that our main result emerges when
information search is interested. We therefore assumed that the
decision maker had a particular hedonistic goal, that of maximiz-
ing the expected sum of (discounted) payoffs. To achieve this goal,
the decision maker had to balance information search (i.e., explo-
ration) and using this newly acquired knowledge so as to obtain
the highest possible payoff (i.e., exploitation). However, what if
the decision maker was just interested in knowing which action
has the highest expected payoff? In this setting, information search
would be disinterested, and the judgment bias in favor of I would
not emerge. Thus, in this sense, the emergence of the bias does
hinge upon the goal of the decision maker.

To explain this in more detail, suppose the goal of the decision
maker is to find out whether S or I is the superior alternative (i.e.,
to find out whether uS � uI or uS � uI is the correct hypothesis).
In each period, the decision maker can select action I or action S.
Optimal data selection in this setting involves choosing, in each
period, the action that is most “informative” or “useful” for de-
ciding between the two hypotheses. Researchers have proposed
several different ways to formalize these criteria (see Nelson,
2005, for a review); however, before focusing on a specific crite-
rion, it is worth noting that selecting S leads to the acquisition of
more information than selecting I, because it leads to an observa-
tion of both S and I (because I’s payoff is observed in every period
regardless of the decision maker’s choice). This suggests that any
reasonable sampling rule for that problem should select action S in
every period. If S is selected in every period, however, the avail-
able information sample will not be biased or asymmetric. Rather,
at the end of any period t, the decision maker will have made t
observations of the payoff of action S and t observations of the
payoff of action I. If the prior distributions of the two alternatives
are identical, this implies that the decision maker will be equally
likely to believe that S or I is superior.

7 Under certain assumptions, the skew tends to be maximal when the
sample used to compute the correlation is of about seven observations.
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To verify this intuition, we computed the expected information
gain (Oaksford & Chater, 1994, 2007) associated with selecting I
or S in the setting of the simple model analyzed above. For all
combinations of prior beliefs on I and S,8 the expected informa-
tion gain of selecting action S is higher than the expected infor-
mation gain of selecting action I. A decision maker that would
select, in each period, the alternative with the highest expected
information gain would therefore select S in every period. There
would thus be no sample bias and no belief asymmetry.

Empirical Implications

In the previous sections, we have emphasized the theoretical
implications of our results for the “sampling approach” research
program. However, our results also have implications for other
areas of research in psychology. More precisely, we believe they
offer an alternative explanation of several well-known empirical
regularities in impression formation and social influence. Re-
searchers in psychology usually have attributed these regularities
to biased information processing or motivated reasoning, but our
results suggest that they can also be the outcome of rational
behavior and information processing. To develop this claim, we
first discuss the psychological phenomena our model helps to
explain. Then, we describe the experimental evidence for the
mechanism we propose. Finally, we discuss how our rational
explanation of these phenomena complements existing explana-
tions that rely on heuristics.

Psychological Phenomena Explained

Our main result shows that even rational decision makers end up
favoring alternatives for which information is more accessible. To
understand the broader significance of this seemingly technical
result, it is important to note that several well-known regularities
in social psychology can be explained by invoking systematic
differences in access to information. Consider, for instance, the
commonly observed phenomenon that people develop more posi-
tive opinions of proximate others to whom they are frequently
exposed. For example, field studies have shown that college stu-
dents often have more positive opinions of their roommates than of
other students (Festinger, Schachter, & Back, 1950; Marmaros &
Sacerdote, 2006; Segal, 1974), and members of an ethnic group
often have more positive opinions toward those in their own group
than toward members of other groups (Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis,
2002; Levin, van Laar, & Sidanius, 2003).

In psychology, this pattern of belief formation is usually attrib-
uted to motivational influences (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004;
Kunda, 1990; Wood, 2000), flawed information processing, or an
inherent tendency to like familiar objects (Zajonc, 1968). Consid-
erable experimental support exists for these mechanisms. Never-
theless, as emphasized by Denrell (2005), these experiments typ-
ically leave out an important aspect of social reality: Information
is often not exogenously given but has to be actively sampled. In
addition, access to information is likely to differ systematically
between various groups. In particular, you are likely to have access
to information about those close to you even if you do not per-
sonally interact with them. However, you are less likely to have
access to such “incidental” information about distant others. Our
model shows that this difference in terms of access to incidental

information has a systematic effect on belief formation even if
decision makers are rational. In particular, when individuals have
a “hedonistic goal”—when they want to have enjoyable experi-
ences with others—and when proximity is positively correlated
with access to “incidental” information, then the tendency to prefer
proximate others is a consequence of rational learning. Although
our model builds on Denrell’s model of experience sampling, our
results go beyond his and show that the effect of information
access survives even if decision makers are aware of the sample
bias in the data they have access to. In a similar way, our model
goes beyond other sampling explanations of in-group bias (e.g.,
Fiedler, 1996, 2000) in that it shows that the “naivety” assumption
is not necessary.

Our model thus offers an alternative, rational explanation of
why one would observe that people have more positive opinions
about proximate others. It is important to note, however, that our
explanation, which relies on a conjunction of a hedonistic goal and
an asymmetry in access to outcome information, does not have
anything to say about the results of experimental studies where
experimenters provide people with the information they have to
react to. It is only relevant to field studies and experiments in
which people have to actively sample information for some alter-
natives (see Denrell, 2005, for more detailed discussion).

In addition to in-group bias, our results can also help explain
other related psychological phenomena. Consider the well-
documented tendency to favor alternatives chosen by many others
(see Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004, for a review of the underlying
social influence mechanisms). The dominant explanations rely on
social influence processes that involve imitative behavior or con-
formity to norms. However, our model suggests a novel mecha-
nism. The general idea is that the social environment tends to
provide additional information about popular alternatives, even if
the decision maker does not personally choose them. For example,
popular restaurants get reviewed, and thus one can learn about
those even if one does not attend them. However, information
about new or unpopular venues is harder to access, and one often
has to go there to learn about the venue. If the decision maker
avoids a popular restaurant following poor experiences, she might
still learn about it by reading reviews and learn that it is not that
bad. This is less likely to happen for the unpopular restaurant. This
asymmetry in access to information can help explain why more
popular alternatives are often more positively evaluated. Our ra-
tional analysis also leads to distinct predictions: For example, it
predicts that the effect will emerge even if the additional informa-
tion is unbiased. Empirically testing this effect of unbiased infor-
mation on diffusion and adoption is an interesting avenue for
future research.

8 In that setting, the prior beliefs on uI and uS follow Beta distributions in
every period. Let’s consider a specific period t. Let ût

I � Beta
�1 � aI, 1�bI) and ût

S � Beta�1 � aS, 1 � bS�, where aI and bI (rsp. aS and
bS) are the numbers of successes and failures observed for action I (resp. S).
When there are 20 periods, we have aI � bI � 20 and aS � bS � 20. For
all possible combinations of aI, bI, aS, and bS, the information gain associated
to selecting S is superior to the expected information gain associated to
selecting I.
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Experimental Evidence for the Effect of Incidental
Outcome Information

Our main result illustrates the positive effect of access to inci-
dental outcome information on quality estimates (most rational
decision makers will come to prefer I to S). Several experiments
have found a similar effect of access to incidental outcome infor-
mation when the goal of the participants is hedonistic. For exam-
ple, Fazio, Eiser, and Shook (2004), in an experiment on attitude
formation, have shown that giving participants access to informa-
tion about the outcome of alternatives that were not chosen leads
to more positive attitudes. Furthermore, Fetchenhauer and Dun-
ning (2010), in an experiment on trust, have shown that access to
incidental outcome information leads to higher trust levels. Exper-
iments on the effect of information about foregone payoffs (i.e.,
access to incidental outcome information, in the terminology of
our article) on choices between uncertain alternatives are also
consistent with our model (Erev & Barron, 2005; Grosskopf, Erev,
& Yechiam, 2006; Yechiam & Busemeyer, 2006; Yechiam, Stout,
Busemeyer, Rock, & Finn, 2005). They found that additional
access to information leads to a higher proportion of choices of
that alternative.9 Although not conclusive, this evidence suggests
that access to information can have the effects that our model
predicts.

Implications of a Rational Explanation

The above phenomena and experimental results are consistent
with our rational model but also with the heuristic models pro-
posed earlier (e.g., Denrell, 2005, 2007). Given this, what is the
value of a rational analysis? Like other rational analyses in psy-
chology, our analysis operates at Marr’s (1982) computational
level of analysis. Our focus is on how a cognitive system faced
with the problem of balancing exploration and exploitation should
behave when there is an asymmetry in information access. As with
other rational analyses, we believe that understanding the optimal
solution to this problem helps us better understand why the pat-
terns and behaviors discussed above emerge and persist. This
understanding has important normative implications as well as
distinct empirical implications.

Normative implications. Knowing that behaviors that appear
to be irrational could be the optimal solution to the problem people
face has implications for how to change how people behave. Take
in-group bias, for example. To eliminate judgment bias, it may not
be sufficient to improve people’s abilities to interpret information
and draw inferences from sample to population characteristics. If
in-group bias is a rational response to asymmetric information
access, information about distant others needs to be provided and,
at the limit, almost “forced upon” those who have little contact
with the out-group. A recent field experiment by Shook and Fazio
(2008) illustrates how this kind of additional exposure can lead to
improvements in attitudes toward the out-group members: The
automatically activated racial attitudes of White freshmen that
were randomly assigned an African American roommate improved
over the course of their first quarter at university. However, the
racial attitudes of those who were assigned a White roommate did
not change.

Another way to limit judgment biases is to act on the goals of
the decision maker. Motivating people to forego their hedonistic

goals in favor of disinterested inquiry should help the formation of
more accurate judgments. More generally, noting that judgment
biases can be the outcome of rational behavior calls for solutions
that alter the task facing the decision maker, the goal, and/or the
structure of the environment—rather than how she tries to solve
that task.

Parsimony and distinct empirical implications. Our ratio-
nal analysis explains why even optimal sampling and rational
information processing leads to an asymmetry in estimates. It goes
beyond existing articles that have demonstrated how learning
algorithms based on reinforcement-learning principles can lead to
such an asymmetry (Denrell, 2005, 2007; Eiser, Fazio, Stafford, &
Prescott, 2003; Eiser, Stafford, & Fazio, 2008). These models
make detailed assumptions about the algorithms people use to
balance exploration and exploitation and to update their estimates.
We make no such assumptions but only assume that the decision
maker or cognitive system uses the policy that maximizes expected
payoffs. In this sense, the rational analysis is more parsimonious
than models based on heuristics.

Moreover, the rational model also leads to predictions that differ
from most heuristic models. For example, in contrast to Denrell’s
(2005) heuristic model, the rational model presented in the second
section predicts an initial tendency to select S rather than I in the
first few periods because choosing S provides more information
that can be used to improve expected payoffs. By adding extra
assumptions, heuristic models can be made consistent with this
prediction but at the cost of introducing extra parameters.

Conclusion

Sampling explanations of seemingly biased judgments do not
have to rely on an assumption of “naivety.” It is not necessary to
assume that decision makers are not aware of the biases in the
samples of information they use to form judgments. Rather, sys-
tematic judgment errors can emerge solely because of asymmetries
in the information available to the decision maker when her goal is
to maximize her expected payoff. More generally, showing that the
naivety assumption is not necessary for sampling explanations
expands the scope and range of applicability of this class of
explanations. Besides, our results show how a rational analysis of
a process of belief formation and sequential choices can help
explain seemingly biased judgments. Several scholars have re-
cently suggested that rational models of decision making and
causal inference can help us understand the goals and functions of
cognitive processes (Anderson, 1990; Howes, Lewis, & Vera,
2009; Oaksford & Chater, 1994; Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001).
Here, we have shown that a rational analysis can also help explain
prominent biases in judgment and impression formation. In fact,
our model illustrates how a rational analysis of the task facing
decision makers can provide a foundation for sampling explana-
tions. What seems to be irrational behavior may in fact be rational

9 Moreover, our model predicts that this tendency should be present even
for symmetric payoff distributions and not only for the highly skewed
distributions often used in experiments. Also, existing experiments com-
pare beliefs and choice across conditions; however, we are not aware of
any published experiment that has examined choice and belief formation in
an asymmetric bandit setting like the one analyzed in this article.
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responses that result from asymmetric, but nevertheless adaptive,
search processes.
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Appendix

Emergence of Belief Asymmetries Under Optimal Experimentation

The model is a version of the discounted two-armed bandit
problem, and some of the standard results for that problem can
be extended to that setting. We first characterize the optimal
policy for the discounted two-armed bandit with asymmetric
outcome feedback, and then we use this characterization to
prove Theorem 1.

Optimal Policy of Experimentation

The optimal solution to the standard discounted multi-armed
bandit problem is an index policy that chooses, at each stage, an
action with maximal Gittins index (Gittins, 1979, 1989; Gittins &
Jones, 1974). Existing proof of the optimality of the Gittins index
policy in the standard discounted multi-armed bandit setting does
not apply here because the two alternatives are not independent:
When the decision maker selects action S, she also gets some
information about the payoff distribution of action I. Here, we
show that, in spite of this non-independence of the alternatives, the
optimal policy for the sequential choice between actions S and I is
also an index policy. The index of action S is its Gittins index,
whereas the index of action I is its subjective expected reward.

Let ni�t) be the number of times the outcome action i has been
observed prior to period t, and �n

i is the posterior on ui when i has
been selected n times (i � �S, I). Note that nI�t� � t � 1
because I’s outcome is observed in every period. The subjective
expected payoff of action i at the beginning of period t is denoted
by ûi, t � �EusRt

id�ni�t�
i �ui�, where Rt

i is the outcome of action i in
period t, �ni�t�

i is the posterior on ui given the information available
at the beginning of period t (i has indeed been selected ni�t� times
before the beginning of period t). We now formulate the optimal
policy:

Lemma 2. Suppose that for all t, � �ût
S�2d�nS�t�

S � �. A
sufficient condition for a policy to be optimal is that, in any period,
it selects an action with maximal index. The index for S at decision
time t is its Gittins index:

	��nS�t�
S � � sup

��1��EuS� �k�0
��1�kRt�k

S � d�nS�t�
S �uS�

�EuS� �k�0
��1�k� d�nS�t�

S �uS� 	 ,

where the sup is over all stopping times � � 1 defined on
�Rt

S, Rt�1
S ,. . .�.

The index for I is ût
I.

Proof. The problem is a stationary Markov decision problem
where a state is completely defined by the number of selections of
action S and the set of all past payoffs obtained for S and I. The
state variables uniquely define the information available to the
decision maker at a given decision time t. As in Katehakis and
Veinott (1987), the proof of the optimality of the index policy is
based on policy improvement.

Let �� be a policy satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. Let
�0 be an arbitrary policy and �1 be a policy that is consistent with
�� in the first period and with �0 afterwards. Let V� be the value
of an arbitrary policy �. Let’s show that V�1 � V�0. The opti-
mality of �� will follow by induction on t � 1.

At the beginning of period 1, the index of action S is 	��0
S�, whereas

the index of action I is ûI, 1. We first suppose that 	��0
S� � ûI, 1. If �0

chooses S in the first period, then V�1 � V�0. Suppose that, on the
contrary, �0 chooses I in the first period. Let a third action, R,
be such as R has a known and constant reward G with
	��0

S� � G � ûI, 1. We assume that selecting R entails an
observation of I’s reward. Let �R be a policy that chooses R in the
first period and that is consistent with �0 afterwards. The policies
�R and �0 only differ in terms of the reward obtained in the first
period. The distribution of the states that the two policies result in
is the same because they have identical information acquisition
schemes. Because the reward in Period 1 is higher for �R, we have
that V�R � V�0.

(Appendix continues)
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We also have V�1 � V�R. To see why, consider the following
two armed bandit problems derived from the choice problem
facing the decision maker in Period 1. In each period, the decision
maker has to choose between two alternatives, R� and S�, that
differ from R and S only by the fact that their selections do not
imply any acquisition of information about I. Information about I
is irrelevant to the choice between S and R and to the choice
between S� and R�. These two decision problems are therefore
equivalent and S (resp. R) is preferred to R (resp. S) whenever
S� (resp. R�) is preferred to R� (resp. S�). The optimal choice
between S� and R� is defined by the Gittins index. The Gittins
index for S� is 	��0

S�, and the Gittins index for R� is G. Because
	��0

S� � G, S� is preferred to R�. It follows that, in the original
decision problem, S is preferred to R and that V�1 � V�R. This
implies V�1 � V�0.

If, at the beginning of period 1, 	��0
S� � ûI, 1, we also have

V�1 � V�0 (by a similar construction).
Also, if 	��0

S� � ûI, 1, then V�1 � V�0 because S and I are
equally attractive. In summary, V�1 � V�0 � 0.

Using the above reasoning, it follows by induction on t � 1
that there exists �t that agrees with �� up until t and that has the
property that V�t � V�t�1 � 0. So, V�t � V�0. This implies
V�� � lim

t3�
V�t � V�0. In conclusion, �� is an optimal policy.

Asymmetric and Incomplete Learning

Now that we have specified the optimal policy for the dis-
counted bandit problem with asymmetric outcome feedback, it is
possible to demonstrate the emergence of the belief asymmetry.
We first introduce some notations, and some regularity conditions
that are necessary for the results to hold.

Notations. Let û�n�
i be the mean and ��n�

i be the standard
deviation of �n

i , the posterior of ui when action i has been observed
n times. Note that, at the beginning of period t, ût

S � ûS,�nS�t�� and
ût

I � ûI,(t�1). � is defined as the common space of possible values
for ui, i � �S, I. We assume that ui follows a continuous prior
distribution, �0

i , over �. Let l� denote the infinum of the expected
payoffs: l� � inf

ui ��
�ui�.

Regularity conditions. For an arbitrary event A, let Pu�A�
denote the conditional probability that A occurs given the value of
u. Consider the following four conditions:

(a)� �û�n�
i �2d
n

i � � for all n;

(b) Pui �limn3�û�n�
i � ui� � 1 and Pui�limn3���n�

i � 0� � 1;

(c) Pui�û�n�
i � l�� � 1 for all n;

(d) For any � � l�, there exists m � m�u, ��, such that

Pui�û�m�
i � �� � 0.

Note that these conditions are not particularly restrictive as they
are met by the following typical settings: (1) prior beliefs about ui

following a Beta distribution and payoffs following a Bernoulli
distribution; (2) prior beliefs about ui following a Normal distri-
bution and payoffs following a Normal distribution with unknown
mean ui and known variance �0

2. Those conditions are also met
when ui is known. The results exposed below thus still hold when
the true quality of action I, uI, is known.

Proof of the emergence of choice asymmetries. We first
demonstrate that when the value of I is superior, the optimal policy
will converge to that action with probability 1. In contrast, when
the value of S is superior, the optimal policy will still converge to
I with positive probability. The proof makes use of the above
characterization of the optimal policy in terms of the Gittins index
and of a result about incomplete learning in standard discounted
bandit settings due to Brezzi and Lai (2000).

Lemma 3. Suppose uS and uI are fixed.
(i) If uS � uI, S will be chosen a finite number of times with

probability 1.
(ii) If uS � uI, and uI � l�, S will be chosen a finite number

of times with positive probability.
Proof. (i) Suppose that uS � uI. Let N��i� denote the total

number of times action i is selected. Suppose that S is chosen
infinitely many times (N�(S) � �). Conditions (a) and (b) applied
to action S imply 	��nS�t�

S �3 uS almost surely (Brezzi & Lai,
2000). Also, by assumption, we have ût

I3 uI almost surely. Be-
cause
uS � uI, this implies that, almost surely, there exists t0 such as if
t � t0, 	��nS�t�

S � � ût
I. When this occurs, I rather than S is

selected. S is therefore almost surely chosen a finite number of
times. This implies that the event �N��S� � � cannot occur with
positive probability, which concludes the proof.

(ii) The result follows from an easy adaptation of the proof of
Theorem 2ii in Brezzi and Lai (2000) to the context of this lemma.
We use the fact that the estimate of uI converges toward the true
value while there is a positive probability that the estimate of uS

becomes so low that action S is abandoned and never chosen again.

Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. This asymmetry in the convergence of choices trans-
lates into the belief asymmetries formulated in Theorem 1.

(Appendix continues)
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(i) By Condition (a) and Theorem 1 in Brezzi and Lai
(2000), 	��nS�t�

S � � ût
S for all t. Thus, we have PuS
uI�ût

S �
ût

I� � PuS
uI�	�
nS�t�
S � � ût

I� � PuS
uI�Ct � S�, where Ct denotes the
action that is chosen in period t.

Lemma 3i implies lim
t3 �

PuS � uI�Ct � S� � 0; (i) follows
immediately.

(ii) Note first that

PuS�uI�ût
S � ût

I� � PuS�uI�ût
S � ût

I � N��S� � ��PuS�uI�N��S� � ��.

Let us show that lim
t3�

PuS�uI�ût
S � ût

I � N��S� � �� � 1. Suppose
N��S� � �. Almost surely, there exists t0 such as if t � t0,
	��nS�t�

S � � 	��nS�t0�
S � � ût

I. According to Brezzi and Lai (2000),
Theorem 1, we also have ût

S � 	��nS�t0�
S � for all t. Thus, with proba-

bility 1, there exists t0 such as if t � t0, ût
S � ût

I. This concludes this
stage of the proof.

Thus, we have lim
t3�

PuS�uI�ût
S � ût

I� � PuS�uI�N��S�
� �� � 0 where the last inequality is a direct consequence of
Lemma 3ii.

(iii) Note that (iii) follows immediately from (i) and (ii) and by
application of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem.

(iv) We have

P�ût
S � ût

I� � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�P�uS � uI�

� P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�P�uS � uI�

� 0.5P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � 0.5P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�

� 0.5P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � 0.5�1 � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�

� P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI��

� 0.5 � 0.5�P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI��

� P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�

Also,

P�ût
S � ût

I� � 0.5P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � 0.5P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�

� 0.5�1 � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI��

� 0.5P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�

� 0.5 � 0.5�P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI��

� 0.5P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI�

Then,

P�ût
S � ût

I� � P�ût
S � ût

I� � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS

� uI� � 0.5�P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI��

Note that lim
t3�

P�ût
S � ût

I � uS � uI� � 0. To see why, fix
uS and uI with uS � uI. S is chosen a finite number of times with
probability 1. When this happens, with probability 1, there exists
t0 such as if t � t0, ût

S � ût
I (see proof of (ii) above). Thus,

lim
t3�

PuS
uI�ût
S � ût

I� � 0. Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem implies that P�ût

S � ût
I � uS � uI� converges toward 0 as

well.
Similarly lim

t3�
P�ût

S � ût
I � uS � uI� � 0. To see why, fix uS and

uI with uS � uI. In that case, it is possible that S is chosen an infinite
number of times, or only finitely many times. When S is chosen an
infinite number of times, lim

t3�
ût

S � uS and lim
t3�

ût
I � uI. Thus, for

t large enough, ût
S � ût

I. When S is chosen a finite number of times,
with probability 1, there exists t0 such as if t � t0, ût

S � 	̂t
S � ût

I.
Hence, lim

t3�
PuS
uI�ût

S � ût
I� � 0. As above, this convergence result

still holds after integration over �uS, uI � uS � uI, which proves that
lim

t3�
P�ût

S � ût
I � uS � uI� � 0.

Finally, i and ii imply that limt3�P�ût
S � ût

i� � P�ût
S � ût

I� �
P�N��S� � � � uS � uI� � 0. The conclusion follows immediately.
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